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<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Start Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


CSO_Yamamoto says:
::sits at his desk going over refit reports and crew assignments::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::On the bridge monitoring engineering systems::

OPS_Rodz says:
::finishes the last crew roster and heads to the bridge::

Host CO-Afflek says:
::In ready room sat on chair with coffee, facing the window with a PADD of reports to read::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::In the main conference room, running her index finger across the window, tracing the shape of the ships around the starbase::

ACTION   All over the station a broadcast is heard  "Viva De Patriots the Maquis is alive !!!!"

ACTION   The station is rocked by an explosion

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::Stands and rushes to the nearest station::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Sci_Crewperson: Ensign Report!!

OPS_Rodz says:
::just outside the TL::Self :What the...

OPS_Rodz says:
::enters TL::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::puts her palm to her head, feeling where the window decided to take a leap and smash at it and pulls self back up into a standing position::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
<Ensign_Enigma>:  Sir, the station is under attack.  Station warp core is fluxuating

CEO_Q`tor says:
::wonders what the explosion was::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*Bridge*: Yamamoto to bridge

CEO_Q`tor says:
*Main Engineering*:: Engineering, Damage Report

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::walks out onto bridge::  All:  Someone know what's going on?

Host CO-Afflek says:
::Sips his coffee and hears an explosion then spits the coffee out into the air from the shock of it::

OPS_Rodz says:
::exits the TL::CEO:What is going on?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
OPS:  Commander, can you open a channel to Starbase OPS?

CEO_Q`tor says:
SOO: It sounded like an explosion, but engineering is reporting no damage to the ship

CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Not sure, but there is no damage to the ship

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*CO*:  Yamamoto to Capt. Affleck, suggest immediate departure from the station.  Station warp core will breach in 3 min.

OPS_Rodz says:
::Goes to her station and tries to open a channel to the station::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer:  Red Alert!!

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
*CO*:  Captain, Mr. Q'tor informs me that there's been an explosion in the station...

ACTION  Power fails to the ship and the red lights come up

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Brings ships power online::

Host CO-Afflek says:
::Stands up from his chair, headed for the bridge:: *CSO* Do we have departure orders or clearance?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CEO:  Mr. Q'tor, can you bring our power back up?  Disconnect from the station and bring ours online?


CEO_Q`tor says:
SOO: On it sir

OPS_Rodz says:
COMM: StationOPS: This is the QIb. What is going on there?

Host CO-Afflek says:
::Exits RR onto the bridge:: Report.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*CO*:  Negative Sir.  I haven't been able to get a response from the Station Ops.

OPS_Rodz says:
COMM:Station OPS: Please respond

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::hurries to TL::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CO:  An explostion has rocked the station...  power has been cut between us and them and Mr. Q'tor is working to get our systems back online

Host CO-Afflek says:
::Sighs:: Release docking clamps and go to our own power.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Engineering reports all systems online sir, the ship is ready for emergency departure

CSO_Yamamoto says:
TL: Bridge.  And make if fast!

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::whoooooooooooooooossssssssssshhh!!!::

OPS_Rodz says:
CO:No response from the station,sir

FCO  says:
CO:  Prepare to depart , Captain ?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::sees no on duty Conn officer and slides into seat::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
<edit last line out>

Host CO-Afflek says:
FCO: Bring All Thrusters and Impulse engines to Hot Standby.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::routes additional power to shields::

Host CO-Afflek says:
SOO: Begin intensive scans on the station, see if you can isolate any problem.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO:  Reports on the an explosion aboard the station still sketchy.  Unknown if internal or external.

FCO says:
CO: Aye, Sir

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CO:  Already on it... ::begins scanning of station, looking for explostion site and where people are located::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Routes power to emergency transporters in anticipation of evacuation::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO:  Warp core breach in 2 min.

Host CO-Afflek says:
CSO: Work with Commander Siwiak to see if we can isolate the problem.

OPS_Rodz says:
::Scans the station for injured personel::

Host CO-Afflek says:
How's the station began evacuation proceedure going?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
COMM:SB_MainEngineering:  SB warp core breach in 2 min.  eject your core now!!

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CO:  Scans indicate a warp core breech in 2 mins!

OPS_Rodz says:
CO: I can't comunicate with the station OPS::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CO:  Sir, perhaps if they can eject we can tractor beam it away from teh station...

Host CO-Afflek says:
OPS: Begin Transporting perssonel from the Starbase to us. Use Cargo, Personel, Battle and Shuttle Transporters. Try to lock on to those who can't make it to evacuation points but do it fast.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::attempts to gain remote access of station core ejection systems::

OPS_Rodz says:
CO: Aye sir:

Host CO-Afflek says:
SOO: Work on fixing the problem manually.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO, SOO: Still unable to determine origin of explosion.  Warp core is going critical.  Their time is up.  Sir, we need distance, NOW!!!

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, our shields will not withstand a warp core breach, I recommend we get out of the station and evacuate station personnel from orbit

Host CO-Afflek says:
*CEO* Bridge to Q'Tor, prepare an engineering team for transport to station engineering.

OPS_Rodz says:
*CMO* prepare for incoming, doc

Host CO-Afflek says:
CSO: Very Well. How are the space doors?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO, SOO:  Sir, registering lifeforms near the core.  Might be SB_Engineering.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CO:  Sir, station ejection systems are offline... we've gotta get out of here!

CEO_Q`tor says:
::heads to ME::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Sir, we might be able to use a tractor beam to jump start the eject systems.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CO:  Either that, or we can try to quickly head over there...

OPS_Rodz says:
::starts transporting the injured personel into the ship

Host CO-Afflek says:
*CEO* Q'Tor Have an engineering team ready in transporter room for beam out.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
All:  30 sec. till core goes critical.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CO: Aye sir

Host CO-Afflek says:
CSO: Do it, use the tractor beam for your plan.

ACTION  The Stuck warp core finally comes free and is sucked up by the planet's  gravity well , it hurtles downwards at an ever increasing speed

Host CO-Afflek says:
FCO: Plot a course out of the Station, as fast as we can get it.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
FCO:  Helm, move us into a safe distance for warp... but stay within transporter range

CEO_Q`tor says:
*Main Engineering*: Have a damage control meet me in transporter room1

FCO says:
 CO: Aye, sir

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Aye, sir.  FCO:  ... ALL:  The core is free of the station.  It is now entering the planetary atmosphere.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CO:  Maybe we can catch who did this... permission to head over with a security team?

ACTION   In the planet's atmosphere a huge fireball erupts  sheeting across the planet's atmosphere

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
CSO:  I hope there weren't any lifesigns in that area... ::points to fireball::

Host CO-Afflek says:
::Nods:: SOO: Granted, work with Lieutenant Augustus and Station security.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Sir, core has reacted with the planet's atmosphere.  Monitoring radiation and antiparticle chain reactions.

CEO_Q`tor says:
*Main Engineering*: Belay that order

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::heads for turbolift::  CO:  Shall I have Mr. Q'tor and an engineering team come along?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Recording major siesmic activity on the surface.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
*CTO*:  Mr. Augustus, please report to Transporter Room 2 with a security team...

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO:  A large portion of the surface has been decimated.  Surveying range of the blast now, sir.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::watches lift doors close and rides the short trip to the transporter room::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CO: Oxygen in the atmosphere is fueling a stratospheric firestorm

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::assembles on pad with armed security personnel::  Transporter Chief:  Beam us directly to their engineering room...

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::engergizes and materializes in station's main engineering::

OPS_Rodz is now known as OPS_AXO_Rodz.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
AXO: Surface is being bombarded by themogenic and mutagenic radiation.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::arrives in Main engineering:: Mr. O'Leary: Mr. O'Leary assemble a damage control team and have them standing by for transport to the station

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CSO:Understood.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::looks at large empty space where warp core used to be while turning on arm light and shinning it across the many faces working to get the station back up and running::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::looks around for CEO of the staiton while slapping commbadge::  *CEO*:  Mr. Q'tor, I'm sure they can use a hand over here...

CEO_Q`tor says:
*SOO*: Understood, I have a damage control team standing by

ACTION  The  emergency lights come back on in Engineering and the rest of the station , the suruss of air moves once more

CEO_Q`tor says:
O'Leary: Mr O'Leary, Report to Transporter room 1 with your team

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@Crowd of Engineers:  Who's in charge here?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Heads off to TR 1::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CO: they are going to need help on that planet, sir

Eng_O'Toole says:
@SOO : I guess I am , and you are ?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@ O'Toole:  Commander Leah Siwiak from the QIb...  we beamed over to find out what happened?  Any sign of whoever did this?

Host CO-Afflek says:
OPS: Take an away team to give relief aid ot the planet.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Enters TR 1 and stands on pad with DC Team:: Trans Chief:: Energize

CTO_Augustus says:
::walks on to the bridge::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
AXO: Surface comm reports suggest local civil emergency crews are trying to get things under control.  Their resources will soon be overwelmed.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::materializes in Station Main engineering with DC Team

Eng_O'Toole says:
@ SOO: We are too busy for that as yet. first we had to dump our core and then get some power back

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CO:Aye sir

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@ ::extends hands in the direction of the CEO::  O'Toole:  Well, we've got our best engineers here to help you.  Any idea where the explostion was, exactly?  Perhaps we can start looking for clues there...

CEO_Q`tor says:
Eng O'Toole: :Lieutenant Q'tor, CEO of the QIb. I've brought a damage control team to help out, where do you need assitance?

Eng_O'Toole says:
@ SOO: Over there ::points to a big hole ::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CSO: Can we ftransport in there safely

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@ ::feels like slapping head::  O'Toole:  Thanks...  ::waves security team to follow her and flips out her tricorder and scans around the "big hole"::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
<transport>

Eng_O'Toole says:
@  CEO: Everywhere, Could you send teams to fix the broken couplings ?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
AXO:  There is a portion of the surface just outside the blast area.  I wouldn't suggest it as a vacation spot, but with air packs it should be safe for a few hours.

CTO_Augustus says:
::activates TAC 1 and starts reviewing cameras and external events::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
AXO:  Observing normal radiation protocols of course.

CEO_Q`tor says:
Eng O'Toole: We'll get right on it

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@ O'Toole:  Anyone strange in here before it happened?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Gets Damaga control team busy on the affected couplings::

CEO_Q`tor says:
<damage>

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CSO:Transport medical aid and supplies there I'll try to comunicate with them

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
*CTO*:  Lieutenant... can you scan the immediate area around me for transporter signatures... also check to see if any ships have departed in the last hour please.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
AXO:  Aye sir.  Coordinating with Sickbay for materials and support staff selection.

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
COMM:Planet: This is the QIb we are sending emergency aid to you. Do you read me?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
*CO*:  Captain, it appears that a high grade military explosive was used to take a chucnk out of the station... probably something developed during the war...

CTO_Augustus says:
*SOO*: I am currently doing an analysis, I shall attempt to get to it shortly

Host CO-Afflek says:
*SOO* Can you make a more specific identification?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
AXO:  I suggest creating a power feed to the station to get primary systems back online.

Colonist says:
% COMM: QIb: Thank you , we need help badly, though things seem to be "calming down" we have many injured here

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
*CO*:  Not yet Captain...  obviously most of the evidence decided to blow up.  I'll relay Mr. Augustus's scans to you as soon as he completes them.

CTO_Augustus says:
::continues reviewing external scans prior and during the explosion::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
COMM:Planet: Understood. prepare the injured for evacuation

Host CO-Afflek says:
*SOO* Acknowledged, you're in charge of our efforts on the station.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::continues to scan area for residual traces of whoever planted the bomb::

Host CO-Afflek says:
CTO: I'll be in my Ready Room. ::Heads off the bridge into his RR::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
*CO*:  Aye Captain, I'll report back to you when we work things out.  Siwiak out...

CEO_Q`tor says:
::goes over station power systems to see what all is affected and how::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
*CMO*Prepare for even more injured

Host CO-Afflek says:
::Sits in RR chair and leans back and sighs:: Self: Just one of those days...

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, the device and its explosive markings would indicate something made by the Federation.  I have also detected the faint signature of a small ship/escape pod signature.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
O'Toole:  Any chance a power feed from the QIb can get your transporters and sickbay facilities up and running?  There're lots of injured down below...

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
::sends the colonist the coordinates for the evacuation::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: In addition there are multiple transporter signatures, however tey are in the distant horizon

CTO_Augustus says:
<they>

Eng_O'Toole says:
%  SOO: That would help a bit..if we can route it and  ration it

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::routes all available to base sickbays

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
*CSO*:  Couldn't help but overhear your plan... work with Mr. Q'tor to get a power transfer up and running please.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::routes all available power to base sickbays::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::turns to AXO on SOO's suggestion:: AXO:  Ma'am?

Eng_O'Toole says:
@ SOO: I have a report of a massive arc in a corridor, we need to shut it down for now

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CSO: Go ahead.

CTO_Augustus says:
*CO*: The explosive device is Federation in origin, I have detected 2 other interesting things first multiple transporter signatures, however they are faint and on the horizon, second is a small vessel, shuttle or escape pod in size signature slightly prior to the explosion, but timed to masks its departure

CSO_Yamamoto says:
COMM:*SOO*: Prepare to receive power transfer at power port PP315 docking ring.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*OPS*: Q'tor to QIb. I have base medical facilities on minimal power from here. We could use a power transfer from the ship to help out

Host CO-Afflek says:
*CTO* Acknowledged, Notify the station Operations Center of your findings.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::prepares for power transfer from the QIb::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
*QIb Bridge*:  We're gonna have to shut down the transfer...  we've got too many systems down over here and some overloads.

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
*EO*They are working on it. You should receive it shortly.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
COMM:*SOO*: Understood.  Placing feed on standby.

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
::Starts transporting the injured colonists to the ship's sickbay::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
AXO: I can send over a supplementary science team to assist in station repairs.  Beta shift is about to come on and Alpha needs to work a double now and then ::smiles::

MO says:
# ::begins treating casualties ::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CSO: Do it

CEO_Q`tor says:
@O'Leary: Mr O'Leary, I'm going to need some assistance to get the base back up batteries ready to recieve a power transfer from the QIb. We'll have to monitor the transfer closely to prevent overloads

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::uploads data from tricorder to the QIb::

Host CO-Afflek says:
::Turns to console and activates it and brings up sensor logs prior ot the explosion::

CTO_Augustus says:
COMM: SBOPS: IKS Qlb, CTO Augustus, standby for report transmission...The explosive device is Federation in origin, I have detected 2 other interesting things first multiple transporter signatures, however they are faint and on the horizon, second is a small vessel, shuttle or escape pod in size signature slightly prior to the explosion, but timed

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@CEO:  I'm gonna head over to where the last transporter signatures were located...  call if you need me. ::waves security team to follow her::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*Sci_Alpha*:  Science team alpha this is CSO Yamamoto.  Assemble in TR3 for immedate detachment to facilitate servicing and shore up of environmental and transport systems.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@SOO: Aye

SB_Ops says:
$ ::weakly:: COMM : CTO: Aye

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@Security Team:  Begin scanning the area for signatures, figure out where whatever it was that was here went...  ::flips tricorder back out::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
COMM:*SB_Engineering*:  SB_Engineering this is the QIb.  Please relay known needed supplies for environmental and transporter systems to Lt. Wrobel.  She will be leading a supplementary team to aid in your repair efforts.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::gets power flow regulator ready and has base batteries ready to recieve power transfer::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::looks up from scan::  Self:  Ut, ohh...

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*OPS*:: Q'tor to QIb, we're ready for the power transfer down here

Eng_O'Toole says:
@ COMM: QIb : Aye

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
*CEO*Understood

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@*QIb Bridge*:  Siwiak to QIb... we've found an empty weapons locker over here...

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CSO:Start the transfer

CTO_Augustus says:
AXO:Request prmission to go planetside?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@*QIb bridge*:  We're trying to figure out where they were beamed too...

CSO_Yamamoto says:
AXO: Aye, sir.  Power transfer will commence upon ready signal for reception from the station.

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CTO: take a security team and escort the medical staff

CTO_Augustus says:
::turns to look at the AXO::

ACTION  Regular lighting comes back over parts of the station

CTO_Augustus says:
AXO: Thank you::turns to leave the bridge heading for the transporter room::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::pokes around at various tricorder buttons to try and get a lock on where the weapons were beamed to::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
COMM*SB_Engineering*:  On your signal, we will commence power transfer to docking ring power tap PP315

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::monitors power transfer from QIb:: O'Leary: Mr. O'Leary, carefully, route power to the base medical facilities

Eng_O'Toole says:
@ COMM: CSO: Anytime you can, we should be ready

CTO_Augustus says:
::walks into the TR and stands on platform, adjusting hi tricorder and phaser::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
<medical team>AXO:We are ready

CTO_Augustus says:
<TR Chief>: Energize

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::carefully monitors power output and feedback:: COMM:*SB_Engineering*:  QIb Power and Light at your service SB.  Power transfer commencing...now. ::pushes button::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
Med Team: Go then.

ACTION  Power starts to be shunted to less critical areas of the station and more and more  critical areas come back to life

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
::monitors the AT location::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::watches power distribution monitor flucuate slightly as power is sent to the station and QIb power distribution compensates::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
*CTO*Keep the channel open, ok

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::flips tricorder closed again::  Security Team:  Seems we've done all we can here... let's check on the CEO again.

Eng_O'Toole says:
@ ::watches as the last support is realigned ::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*OPS*: Q'tor to QIb, we have base medical facilities back online. You can begin transfering casualties at your discretion

CTO_Augustus says:
%*AXO*: Roger that we have arrived and starting to provide assistance

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
*CEO* Ok

CTO_Augustus says:
::Starts directing the teams on where to go::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
*CMO* Doctor the station is ready to receive injured

CTO_Augustus says:
<Med_Tech>: Lt I am setting up a triage over here.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Checks on progress of repairs to couplings::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::arrives in Main Engineering and looks around::

CTO_Augustus says:
%Med Tech: that is fine, let me know if you need anything

ACTION  All over the station the lights dim a bit as a core is shifted from storage

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Eng O'Toole: Coupling repairs are nearly complete, we should be able to install a new core shortly

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
*CTO* What is the status down there?

CTO_Augustus says:
%AXO: We can you massive hands down here, we need to start a major rescue mission.  People are trapped in colapsed buildings

CTO_Augustus says:
%AXO: We need portable forcefield equipment so as to lift and support a few of the buildings still standing

CSO_Yamamoto says:
AXO, COMM*SB_Engineering*:  Preparing to cut power transfer on station on Mr. O'toole's signal

CSO_Yamamoto says:
<to?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
>

CTO_Augustus says:
%::directs a team of security as to where triage is::

Eng_O'Toole says:
@  ::points at core that has been transported from storage :: Way ahead of you ,, I think ::grins:: They are hooking up the wiring and coolant and etc now

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
COMM:Station OPS: the planet needs more help. Personel and equipment. Please let me know wjen are going to be able to help.

Host CO-Afflek says:
::Gets up and goes back on the the bridge:: Bridge Guys : Report.

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
*CTO* Understood

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Eng O'Toole: We're ready for the core installation

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
*CO*:  Sir, we've done about all the searching here we can...  the security team and I will be beaming aboard the ship soon.

CTO_Augustus says:
%AXO: All personnel coming down are going to need radiation innoculation as well.  We that are currently here are going through innoculations now so as to better assist here.

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CO:The planets needs more help and the station is getting ready to cut the power transfer

Host Jim_AGM says:
<SB_OPS> As soon as we sort out the other ships and have power restored we should be able to send more than 12 shuttles

CSO_Yamamoto says:
%<poor_wretched_soul>:  ::crawls out of rubble along blast perimeter, coughing up blood.  Falls at the feet of the away team and expires::

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
*CTO* Help is on the way. Do what you can for now.

Host CO-Afflek says:
OPS: Continue to organise our efforts.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::Assists in installion of new core::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@*QIb Transporter Room*:  Five to beam up... energize.

OPS_AXO_Rodz says:
CO:Aye sir

Host CO-Afflek says:
*SOO* Acknowledged, prepare a report on your findings to be on my desk by 0600 tomorrow.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause QIb Quiet Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause QIb Quiet Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Jim_AGM says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause QIb Quiet Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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